Settlement of the gregarious tube worm *Hydroides dianthus* (Polychaeta: Serpulidae).
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ABSTRACT: We have documented patterns of gregarious and nongregarious settlement among the larvae of the gregarious tube worm *Hydroides dianthus* (Verrill, 1873) and shown that larvae do not exhibit decreased substratum-specificity throughout a prolonged planktonic period regardless of prior exposure to experimental substrata. Previous investigations with barnacles and polychaetes have suggested that the colonization of new substrata occurs because larvae become less discriminating as they age, i.e. that they become ‘desperate’ to settle after searching unsuccessfully for conspecifics for some period of time. This hypothesis, first proposed by Knight-Jones & Wilson, is based on an energetic model in which non-feeding (lecithotrophic) larvae continue to search for specific substrata as long as their energetic reserves allow, but begin to accept sub-optimal habitat rather than exhaust their reserves and die without metamorphosing. Here, we examined whether it is possible to induce decreased substratum-specificity among competent larvae of the gregarious tube worm *H. dianthus*, which has feeding (planktotrophic) larvae. We show that neither altered feeding regimes nor larval starvation lead to decreased substratum-specificity among competent larvae; although larvae maintained at lower food concentrations take longer to reach competency, the qualitative patterns of settlement on biofilm and conspecifics is unaltered by feeding regime. Furthermore, starving competent larvae results in a loss of competency rather than larval desperation. Larvae belonging to different size classes (<79, 80 to 99, 100 to 126, and >127 µm) showed similar patterns of settlement, and differences among sibling cultures with different mean larval sizes resulted from a decrease in the proportion of larvae settling in response to conspecifics rather than an increase in the proportion settling in response to biofilm. We examined a number of obvious life-history characters for correlations with the tendency for larvae to settle nongregariously, and found that although a variety of life-history traits showed significant correlations, only the total number of eggs spawned by a dam was significantly correlated with the proportion of larvae settling in response to biofilm ($r^2 = 0.19$), and the slope of this relationship was negative. These results are again diametric to predictions of the desperate larva hypothesis, and indicate that larval desperation is unlikely to be a general explanation for the initiation of monospecific aggregations of fouling marine invertebrates.
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INTRODUCTION

Considerable research over the past several decades has centered around the settlement patterns of marine invertebrate larvae. This emphasis on settlement has been due in part to the controversy concerning mechanisms of marine community formation and regulation (e.g. Sutherland & Karlson 1977, Dean & Hurd 1980, Raimondi 1988a), but also to the economic importance of many invertebrates, such as oysters (e.g. Cole & Knight-Jones 1949, Tamburri et al. 1992, Zimmerfaust & Tamburri 1994), scallops (e.g. Yvin et al. 1985), mussels (e.g. Eyster & Pechenik 1987), and species that commonly foul man-made structures placed in the sea.
(e.g. Knight-Jones 1953, Raimondi & Martin 1991). Approximately 80% of marine organisms (about 90000 described species), both vertebrate and invertebrate, have a biphasic life-cycle and produce planktonic larvae which spend a variable amount of time (ranging from minutes to months) developing in the water column before settling and metamorphosing into the adult life-form (Thorson 1964). This planktonic larval stage is of particular significance to benthic marine invertebrates, many of which are sessile or have highly limited dispersal capabilities as adults. Research on patterns of larval settlement suggest that most larvae settle and metamorphose in response to specific substratum-derived compounds, even if identification of the specific compounds responsible often remains elusive (reviews by Burke 1996 and Pawlik 1992).

The importance of larval settlement patterns, and the effects of variable larval recruitment on community development and structure in marine systems is widely recognized (e.g. Sutherland & Karlson 1977, Dean & Hurd 1980, Raimondi 1988b, 1990, Menge 1991, Gaines & Bertness 1993). Traditionally, larvae have been considered a relatively homogeneous population, each individual searching for a suitable substratum (largely mediated through behavioral responses to the presence of substratum-derived cues) on which to settle and metamorphose; and while variability in larval response appears the rule rather than the exception, studies specifically examining the variability of larval response to specific settlement cues are rare (Raimondi & Keough 1990). Raimondi & Keough argued that the larvae of virtually all species studied to date exhibit individual variation, and reviewed the evidence for variable responses of larvae to inductive cues; they lamented the fact that in later summaries of original works all variability in larval responses was typically omitted. They pointed out that this trend to ignore variability in response among larvae indicates an implicit assumption that larval variability, if it exists, is unimportant (Raimondi & Keough 1990). Like Raimondi & Keough, we feel that this assumption is unfounded, and argue that individual variability among larvae in their response to substrata is an important consideration in the ecology and evolutionary biology of these species.

We have previously shown that among the larvae of the gregarious tube worm _Hydroides dianthus_ there are some that settle in response to both conspecifics and biofilm, and that gregarious and nongregarious larval settlement occurs regardless of previous exposure of larvae to experimental substrata (Toonen & Pawlik 1994, 2001a, this issue). Here we extend the results of our previous research to examine specifically whether we can induce the larvae of a gregarious species to settle in a nongregarious manner. Knight-Jones (1951, 1953) and Wilson (1953) were the first to propose that those larvae unable to locate a suitable substratum become less discriminatory in their settlement over the planktonic lifespan (the ‘desperate larva’ hypothesis). Although this explanation seems to be widely accepted, we know of little data to test this hypothesis, and our data (Toonen & Pawlik 1994, 2001a) are diametric to the predictions of the desperate larva hypothesis. For _H. dianthus_, the majority of competent larvae (typically 80 to 100%) settled only in response to specific cues associated with live conspecific worms (Toonen & Pawlik 1996), while a small proportion of competent larvae appear to settle in response to uninhabited biofilmed substrata even after rejecting conspecific inhabited substrata previously (Toonen & Pawlik 1994, 2001a). Neither group of larvae appeared to show any evidence of decreased substratum-specificity with time, and if anything they became more substratum-specific with time in our experiments (Toonen 1993, Toonen & Pawlik 1994, 2001a). Based on these results, we argue that aggregations of _H. dianthus_ must develop from a 2-step process: first, ‘founders’ colonize a suitable, but previously uninhabited substratum, then ‘aggregators’ subsequently settle in response to the presence of living conspecifics on those substrata capable of supporting post-metamorphic survival and growth (Toonen & Pawlik 1994).

The desperate larva hypothesis as proposed by Knight-Jones (1951, 1953) and Wilson (1953), however, is essentially an energetic argument in which larvae search for an appropriate substratum for as long as they are able, but begin to accept suboptimal substrata as their energetic reserves run low and the end of their planktonic lives approach. Jaeckle (1994) confirmed that although the duration of the planktonic lifespan of non-feeding larvae of the bryozoan _Bugula neritina_ can be modulated through uptake of dissolved organics, the maximum planktonic period is determined principally by the energetic content of larvae. The original hypothesis was proposed to explain _decreased_ substratum-specificity in non-feeding (lecithotrophic) larvae, but the planktotrophic larvae of _Hydroides dianthus_ are capable of feeding and delaying metamorphosis for up to 10 times the pre-competent period without obvious consequences to settlement success (Toonen & Pawlik 1994, 2001a). However, other studies have shown that there are significant settlement and post-settlement consequences to delaying metamorphosis among feeding (planktotrophic) polychaete larvae (e.g. Qian et al. 1990), and even feeding larvae cannot delay settlement indefinitely. Thus, we wanted to examine possible explanations for the nongregarious settlement of larvae of a gregarious species in the hope of addressing the question of how monospecific aggregations are initiated if larvae are strongly gre-
garious. The most obvious logical analog to depletion of larval energy content (as demonstrated by Jaeckle 1994) determining planktonic duration for feeding larvae would be food limitation after reaching larval competency. Because the desperate larva hypothesis is really an energetic argument, we wanted to test whether energetic constraints rather than absolute planktonic duration per se could account for nongregarious settlement of larvae of the gregarious tube worm *Hydroides dianthus*. If energetic or environmental factors cannot account for the observed patterns of larval settlement, then a more complicated hypothesis for the initiation of aggregations must be postulated. Here, we examine life-history correlates of nongregarious settlement and explore the effects of food limitation on the patterns of gregarious and nongregarious settlement among the larvae of *H. dianthus*.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**General larval culture and assay techniques.** Adult *Hydroides dianthus* (Verrill, 1873) were collected from large (125 000 l) seawater settling tanks at the former Wrightsville Beach desalination plant, or from Banks Channel under the drawbridge access to Wrightsville Beach, North Carolina (where the seawater intake for the settling tanks is located). Aggregations of *H. dianthus* were kept in running, unfiltered seawater drawn from these same settling tanks until spawned.

Adult *Hydroides dianthus* were spawned and larvae were cultured following the methodology described in Toonen & Pawlik (1996, 2001a). Unless otherwise specified, cultures were maintained at 10 larvae ml⁻¹ in 3 l of 1 µm filtered seawater, and were gently agitated with sterile air pumped at approximately 2 bubbles second⁻¹ through a 23 cm Pasteur pipette resting on the bottom of a 4 l glass jar. Unless otherwise specified, cultures were cleaned every second day and fed the diatom *Phaeodactylum tricornutum* at a final concentration of 1 × 10⁵ cells ml⁻¹ after each cleaning.

Experimental substrata consisted of biofilm and conspecifics constructed and maintained as described in Toonen & Pawlik (1996, 2001a). Settlement assays using a sample of 25 larvae were performed 7 d postfertilization as described in Toonen & Pawlik (1996, 2001a), and for each experiment, there were 12 replicates of 25 larvae each (run simultaneously) for each substrate. At the end of the experiment, after being rinsed gently with 1 µm filtered seawater to remove any remaining larvae, we examined each slide through a dissecting microscope and counted settled juveniles (identified by rudimentary crown and Tube Formation—see Scheltema et al. 1981 for photographs) as they were individually removed.

**Larval growth.** We started 15 cultures from single dams and maintained each culture as outlined above to examine the growth pattern of larvae throughout an extended period of larval culture. To determine mean larval length, samples of at least 25 larvae were removed from each culture and added to a Falcon 35 × 10 mm petri dish filled with isotonic MgCl₂ and stored at 4°C for 6 to 8 h to completely relax the larvae. Twenty-five relaxed larvae were then measured for maximum length on an Olympus CH-2 compound microscope equipped with a calibrated ocular micrometer at the maximum magnification possible for a given larval length. Samples of larvae were measured each day throughout the first 10 d of culture (until growth appeared to asymptote), and each tenth day thereafter until the experiment was terminated on Day 60.

Settlement of larvae occurs only on surfaces coated with an organic/bacterial film, hereafter called simply biofilm, and the requirement of a biofilm for settlement has also been documented for the congeneric worm *Hydroides elegans* (e.g. Hadfield et al. 1994, Bryan et al. 1997, Beckmann et al. 1999, Harder & Qian 1999, Unabia & Hadfield 1999). Unlike *H. dianthus* however, the larvae of which are highly gregarious (Scheltema et al. 1981), response to bacterial films alone appears to explain patterns of settlement for *H. dianthus* in Hawaii (Hadfield et al. 1994, Unabia & Hadfield 1999), but not for this species in Hong Kong where it settles preferentially in response to both conspecific worms (Bryan et al. 1997) and the arborescent bryozoan *Bugula neritina* (Bryan et al. 1998) as well as dissolved free amino acids and the bacterial films associated with them (Beckmann et al. 1999, Harder & Qian 1999). Even in the presence of a metamorphic inducer, a water-soluble chemical cue which we have isolated from the bodies of live conspecifics but not the tubes which they inhabit, gregarious settlement of *H. dianthus* larvae occurs only on biofilmed surfaces (Toonen & Pawlik 1996, 2001a). Larvae settling in response to conspecifics appear to require cues associated with both the bacterial/organic biofilm and the chemical inducer released by live conspecific adults in order to settle and metamorphose (Toonen 1993, Toonen & Pawlik 1996). Larvae and settled juveniles are not capable of eliciting gregarious settlement until approximately 96 h after metamorphosis, and the metamorphosis of some proportion of larvae assayed in 24 h settlement assays does not alter the nature of the intended cue (Toonen & Pawlik 1996). We found no evidence of differential bacterial growth associated specifically with live conspecific adults, and there was no indication that variation in bacterial films among substrata contributes to differences in larval settlement in response to biofilm and conspecifics (Toonen & Pawlik 2001a).
**Larval starvation.** Because the desperate larva hypothesis is really an energetic argument, we wanted to test whether larval desperation occurred as a result of energetic limitations rather than prolonged planktonic duration. To determine if we could elicit a decrease in substratum-specificity in response to food deprivation, we used a mixed-parentage culture, maintained in 4 l jars with 3 l of 1 µm filtered seawater as outlined above, with the exception that cultures were cleaned and assayed daily throughout the experiment. Each day, a sample of at least 30 larvae was relaxed and measured as described above. The entire culture of larvae was then filtered down into a single small volume and 9 samples of 25 larvae each were removed for assay; the remainder were rinsed into a 10 cm glass dish containing a single biofilmed slide. Dishes of larvae were placed on a shaker table rotating at 50 rpm for 1 h, then the slides were removed, rinsed, and scored as previously described. The larvae remaining in the dish were returned to a clean culture jar and fed. After 10 d (the time at which larval growth appeared to asymptote in the larval growth experiment described above), the cultures were each split in half: half were maintained as previously described, while the other half were starved in an attempt to exhaust larval energetic reserves. Once split, cultures were kept under similar conditions in terms of food concentration and larval densities by maintaining halved cultures in 2 l jars with 1.5 l of 1 µm filtered seawater as described previously.

Although not analogous, this is at least conceptually similar to the depletion of energetic reserves experienced by lecithotrophic larvae at the end of their planktonic period and, if larval desperation is driven by energetics rather than planktonic period per se, should result in decreased substratum-specificity among starved larvae. Larvae in starved cultures were cleaned daily and otherwise treated exactly as the fed cultures, but were not fed after each cleaning. Although our cultures were obviously not axenic and bacterial feeding by the congener *Hydroides elegans* was sufficient to complete larval development and metamorphosis (Gosselin & Qian 1997), withholding phytoplankton food from these larvae accomplished our goal of starvation: larvae of *H. dianthus* lost competence and began to die in culture after only 4 d phytoplankton deprivation. Because the larvae stopped responding to experimental substrata and began to die in culture, we were convinced that they had been stressed energetically at this point, and recommenced feeding to see whether the surviving larvae would be less discriminating in their settlement choice than conspecifics that had been fed throughout the planktonic period. After 18 d the experiment was terminated because of the low number of larvae remaining in the starved cultures.

Differences in mean larval length between fed and starved cultures on a given day were analyzed with a Student's t-test employing a Bonferroni correction for multiple tests (Snedecor & Cochran 1989). Percentage data for larval response to biofilm and conspecifics were arcsine square-root-transformed prior to testing for conformity of data to assumptions of parametric statistics (Shapiro-Wilks test for normality and Bartlett's test for homoscedasticity, \( \alpha = 0.01 \)). Transformation normalized the data in each case, but could not equalize the variance of larval settlement, violating the assumption of homoscedasticity for parametric statistics. Thus, significances of differences in settlement between days in response to biofilm and conspecifics were each tested separately using a nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test on rank data (Sokal & Rohlf 1981).

**Larval feeding regime.** We also examined the patterns of larval settlement among larvae maintained with varying concentrations of phytoplankton to determine if feeding regime affected larval settlement patterns. The zygotes from a large mixed-parentage culture were split into 3 feeding concentration groups: low food (10^4 cells ml^-1 culture), moderate food (10^5 cells ml^-1) and high food (10^6 cells ml^-1). These feeding concentrations were selected to simulate the normal range of phytoplankton cell densities occurring naturally in Banks Channel, as estimated from the chlorophyll a content (e.g. Cahoon et al. 1994, 1998, Hubertz & Cahoon 1999, Mallin et al. 1999). Cultures maintained for evaluating the effect of algal food concentration on larval settlement were cleaned and added daily at the appropriate concentration; cultures were otherwise maintained as described above. Each day, 12 samples of 25 larvae from each feeding regime were assayed for their settlement in response to biofilm and conspecifics, and a second sample of at least 50 larvae was removed and relaxed for growth measurements (both as described above).

Larval length data could not be transformed to meet the homogeneity of variance assumption of parametric statistics (Bartlett's test, \( p < 0.001 \)). We therefore used the nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis rank data to test for differences in mean larval size between feeding regimes (Sokal & Rohlf 1981). Post hoc comparisons among means were analyzed with a Student's t-test corrected for unequal variances (\( t' \)) using a Bonferroni correction (Snedecor & Cochran 1989), and the critical value and degrees of freedom being derived from a weighted average of the 2 samples being tested (Sokal...
& Rohlf 1981). Differences among arcsine-transformed percentage settlement in response to biofilm and conspecifics within each feeding regime were likewise tested using the $t$-test and Bonferroni correction (Snedecor & Cochran 1989).

**Settlement as a function of larval size class.** We noted that even larvae in single dam cultures were not homogeneous in terms of size, and wondered if differences which led to the variation in larval size could also contribute to variation in larval settlement preference among individual larvae. Many studies have documented some correlation between larval size and energy content (e.g. McEdward & Chia 1991, Jaekle 1994, Levin & Bridges 1994, Qian 1994, de Jong-Westman et al. 1995), and given the observed variation in larval size distributions among the offspring of individual females, we wanted to test whether energetic or growth differences among individual larvae that resulted in size variation could potentially account for the difference in larval settlement observed on these experimental substrata. We hypothesized that larvae may differ energetically as a result of genetic, behavioral or microhabitat-use differences, even when cultured under identical conditions in the laboratory, and explored whether energetic differences leading to larval size-class variation at competency resulted in predictable patterns of differential larval settlement. To determine whether there were any size-class-specific differences in larval response to experimental substrata, we examined settlement of larvae from a mixed-parentage culture of the gametes from ~25 worms. Each culture was maintained in isolation as described above, and after 7 d larvae were separated into size classes using a descending filter series (153, 127, 100, 80 and 52 µm) to collect those larvae greater than the mesh size of the filter. Because there were no larvae retained by the 153 µm, it was omitted from all subsequent analyses. It is important to note that the larval sizes reported herein refer to the maximum larval length, and that when larvae are being rinsed through a filter mesh it is likely that larval width rather than length determines whether an individual is retained. Twelve samples of 25 larvae were then removed from each size category and assayed for response to each biofilm and conspecifics in no-choice assays as described above. Once again, there was no transformation that resulted in homogeneity of variances of larval response to experimental substrata; thus, differences between settlement in response to biofilm and conspecifics were each tested separately using a Kruskal-Wallis test, and significance of post hoc comparisons among means used the Tukey-Kramer HSD method (as above).

**Larval size distribution.** Because energetic manipulation was unsuccessful in eliciting decreased substratum-specificity among the larvae of *Hydroides dianthus*, there appeared to be differences in the mean settlement of larvae separated on the basis of size, we examined clutches of larvae derived from individual dams to determine if there were any obvious correlates with nongregarious settlement. As described above, we first measured the mean size of eggs spawned by 6 individual dams and a mixed-parentage culture; each culture was maintained in isolation, and after 7 d larvae were separated into size classes using a descending filter series (127, 100, 80 and 52 µm). Larvae were then back-washed out of the filters, counted to determine the proportion of larvae which were retained by each filter mesh-size, and 12 samples of 25 larvae each were used in settlement assays testing response to biofilm and conspecifics. Differences in mean larval size among dams conformed to assumptions of parametric statistics (as outlined earlier) and was therefore tested using a 1-way ANOVA. Again there was no transformation that resulted in homogeneity of variances of larval response between experimental substrata, thus differences among dams in larval response to biofilm and conspecifics (results of which each conformed to parametric assumptions) were each tested separately with a 1-way ANOVA; post hoc comparisons among means were again done using the Tukey-Kramer HSD method (Sokal & Rohlf 1981).

**Life-history correlates and nongregarious settlement.** To examine possible life-history correlates of gregarious and nongregarious settlement of larvae, we measured a number of obvious life-history characters from dams used in 200 random crosses of field-collected *Hydroides dianthus*. The characters we measured included: (1) dam body length (from the top of the collar to the end of the pygidium, i.e. this length does not include the branchial crown); (2) total number of eggs spawned (when induced by tube fracture as described above); (3) mean diameter of spawned eggs (measured as for the larvae); (4) mean larval length at 7 d post-fertilization; (5) mean percentage settlement of larvae in response to conspecifics at 7 d post-fertilization (12 samples of 25 larvae assayed as described above); (6) percentage of total culture (less those individuals removed for measurement or settlement assays as required) that settled in response to biofilm at 7 d post-fertilization. Percentage data were arcsine-square root-transformed prior to analyses but other measures were untransformed (see Table 1). For simplicity in differentiating those larvae that settled nongregariously in response to biofilm from those that settled gregariously in response to conspecifics, we will hereafter use the terms we have coined previously based on the presumed ecological outcome of these larval responses: founders and aggregators, respectively (Toonen & Pawlik 1994). Because these data
failed both a Shapiro-Wilks test for normality and Bartlett’s test for homoscedasticity, we also used a Box-Cox transformation to determine iteratively the closest fit for each character measured to assumptions of parametric statistics (Sokal & Rohlf 1981) prior to repeating these analyses to test for statistical significance of the associations (see Table 2). Dam body length required no transformation to meet assumptions of parametric assumptions, and was therefore used in these analyses untransformed. Box-Cox iteration (using JMP for Windows SAS Institute Version 3.1.6.2) provided the following functions for the remaining characters as the best-fit transformation to parametric assumptions: (1) ln (total number of eggs spawned) × 61.3207; (2) ([mean diameter of spawned eggs] 5–1) × 122.1765; (3) ([mean larval length] 5–1) × 550.1023; (4) ([mean % aggregators @ d7]0.2–1) × 0.0146; (5) ln (% founders @ d7) × 0.1974.

Simple pairwise correlations between all combinations of these characters were computed as well as partial correlations in which the relationship between a pair of traits is determined with the effect of all other characters being held constant (Sokal & Rohlf 1981). Significance of simple pairwise correlations was tested using F-ratios, while significance of partial correlation coefficients was tested with a modified Student’s t-test, t’ (Sokal & Rohlf 1981). A number of significant correlations were found, and we examined the relative contribution of each to the proportion of founding settlers in a given spawn in the hope of finding some obvious life-history character to examine for a proximate mechanism of determining larval settlement preference.

Therefore, we used a path analysis (both inclusion and exclusion) to determine which parameters explained the majority of the variation in our data (Sokal & Rohlf 1981).

RESULTS

Growth of fed larvae

The mean egg size spawned by *Hydroides dianthus* was 60.7 ± 1.3 (SE) µm, and larval growth was virtually linear for the first 8 d post-fertilization, at which point larvae averaged 291.92 ± 5.78 (SE) µm (Fig. 1). After 8 d of growth, larvae show a marked decrease in the growth rate and maintained a mean larval length of approximately 300 µm (297.33 ± 5.93 B 338.94 ± 14.06 µm) throughout the remainder of the experiment. Despite continued feeding and prolonged planktonic existence, larvae do not increase beyond this asymptotic larval length, at which the majority of larvae reach competency.

Effects of starvation on larval growth and settlement

Similar to fed larvae, the growth of starved larvae reached an asymptote of roughly 300 µm, and the first settlement coincided with larvae reaching this asymptotic size (Fig. 2). Settlement in response to biofilm exposure of the entire larvae culture (Fig. 2B) paralleled that observed in the assays using samples of 25 larvae (Fig. 2C). However, unlike the assays using the samples (Fig. 2C), after Day 10 larval response to biofilm in whole-culture assays dropped to values indistinguishable from zero (Fig. 2B).

Larvae assigned to the starved cultures began to decrease in size within 24 h, by which time starved larvae were significantly shorter than those larvae remaining in the fed cultures \( t = 5.98, \text{df} = 29, p < 0.05 \). Larval size in starved cultures decreased consistently throughout the period of starvation, and 4 d after feeding had ceased larvae were approximately 20% smaller in starved than in fed cultures \( t = 5.98, \text{df} = 29, p < 0.05 \). Larval size in starved cultures decreased consistently throughout the period of starvation, and 4 d after feeding had ceased larvae were approximately 20% smaller in starved than in fed cultures \( t = 5.98, \text{df} = 29, p < 0.05 \). Larval size in starved cultures decreased consistently throughout the period of starvation, and 4 d after feeding had ceased larvae were approximately 20% smaller in starved than in fed cultures \( t = 5.98, \text{df} = 29, p < 0.05 \).

After splitting the larvae into fed and starved groups, there was significant variation in larval settlement in
response to conspecifics between fed (Kruskal-Wallis $H = 14.68, \ df = 7, \ p < 0.05$) and starved ($H = 47.57, \ df = 7, \ p < 0.05$) cultures (Days 10 to 18). Settlement in response to biofilm varied significantly across days for the starved cultures ($H = 21.49, \ df = 7, \ p < 0.05$), however larvae from fed cultures did not differ significantly in their response to biofilm throughout the entire experimental treatment period ($H = 8.28, \ df = 7, \ p > 0.05$). Post hoc comparison of means among these groups indicates that the significance derives from both the significantly decreased settlement observed in all cultures on Days 11 and 12, and from the cessation of settlement among starved larvae by Day 14 (Fig. 2C).

Mean settlement rate in both fed and starved cultures fell at the start of the experimental treatment after Day 10 (Fig. 2C). However, it was the difference between settlement rate in fed versus starved cultures that was of interest in this experiment. Thus, although the response of larvae to conspecifics and biofilm in the fed cultures also dropped at Day 11 (after 1 d starvation), this value should be considered the baseline for the settlement of larvae in the starved cultures, and there is in fact no significant difference between the response of larvae to conspecifics for samples of larvae drawn from the fed and starved cultures on Day 11 (HSD, $Q = 3.13, \ p > 0.05$). Settlement of larvae drawn from starved cultures had decreased significantly in response to conspecifics by Day 12 (HSD, $Q = 3.13, \ p > 0.05$), and continued to decrease until larvae ceased to settle on Day 14 (Fig. 2C). Larvae began to settle in response to conspecifics within 24 h of resuming feeding (Fig. 2C), but settlement remained significantly lower among larvae from starved cultures than from fed cultures until Day 16 (HSD, $Q = 3.13, \ p > 0.05$). Settlement of larvae from fed and starved cultures did not differ significantly in response to either biofilm or conspecifics on Days 17 or 18 (HSD, $Q = 3.13, \ p > 0.05$).

---

**Fig. 2.** *Hydroides dianthus*. Effect of starvation on body size and settlement-specificity of competent larvae in laboratory cultures. Larvae were cultured together through the first 10 d after fertilization, at which point the cultures were split and half were fed and half were starved. The starvation treatment was started on Day 10, feeding was resumed on Day 14; cessation and resumption of feeding are indicated on abscissa of each plot (*). (A) Mean (+1 SE, n = 30) body length of samples of larvae from each treatment; * samples among which means were significantly different; overscored bars: no significant difference. (B) Mean (+SE) number of larvae settling in response to biofilm when the entire culture of larvae was exposed to biofilmed slides daily (n = 3 replicate cultures). (C) Mean (+SE, n = 12) percentage of settlement of samples of 25 larvae in response to biofilm and conspecifics in 24 h no choice assays.
Larval feeding regime

Larvae fed at the high food concentration ($10^6$ cells ml$^{-1}$) grew more quickly than those maintained at lower food concentrations (Fig. 3A), and by Day 7 larvae in high food cultures were significantly larger than those in the moderate or low food treatments ($t' = 3.77$, $df = 49$, $p < 0.05$). On Day 9 larvae in all feeding regimes were significantly different in mean body length ($t' = 3.78$ to 4.56, $df = 49$, $p < 0.05$). By Day 11, larvae in the moderate food treatment had caught up with those in the high food treatment ($t' = 1.94$, $df = 49$, $p > 0.05$), but those in the low food treatment were still significantly smaller than those in either the moderate or high food treatments ($t' = 4.05$ and 9.60, $df = 49$, $p < 0.05$). On Day 13, however, there were no significant differences among mean larval length between any of the feeding regime treatments ($t' = 0.54$ to 1.32, $df = 49$, $p > 0.05$). Differences in larval length prior to Day 7 and after Day 13 were not significant ($H = 0.62$ to 2.63, $df = 2$, $p > 0.05$).

Differences in larval settlement patterns mirrored the differences in mean larval length outlined above. Larvae in the highest food treatment became competent earliest, and there was a significant difference in mean response to biofilm and conspecifics from Day 7 through 21 ($t' = 5.92$ to 9.00, $df = 11$, $p < 0.05$). In the moderate food treatment, settlement of larvae in response to biofilm and conspecifics first increased at Day 11, but was not significantly different between substrata until Day 13 ($t' = 6.05$, $df = 11$, $p > 0.05$). Settlement in the low food treatment again followed the pattern seen with larval growth, and settlement first increased at Day 13, but was not significantly different between biofilm and conspecifics until Day 15 ($t' = 6.69$, $df = 11$, $p < 0.05$). In each case it was an increase in larval settlement among those exposed to conspecifics rather than a change in the larval settlement among those exposed to biofilm that led to significant differences between larval responses to experimental substrata (Fig. 3).

 Settlement as a function of larval size class

Larvae separated into the 4 size classes showed significant differences in their mean settlement response of larvae in response to conspecifics ($H = 8.44$, $df = 3$, $p < 0.05$) but not in response to biofilm ($H = 1.60$, $df = 3$, $p > 0.05$). The differences among response to conspecifics appear to be due to the reduced settlement of larvae on conspecifics in the < 79 µm size class (retained on 52 µm mesh) compared to the other 3 size classes (Fig. 4). However, the Tukey-Kramer HSD comparisons found no groups among which the means were significantly different ($Q = 2.62$, $p > 0.05$).
Larval size distribution

Eggs spawned by individual females differed in mean diameter (Fig. 5A), but not significantly ($H = 1.73$, df = 6, p > 0.05). Despite the fact that there were no significant differences among the mean size of eggs spawned, the size distribution of larvae after 7 d culture were substantially different among dams (Fig. 5B). Larval size distribution ranged from >90% of larvae in a single size class (Dam #1) to an almost even distribution of larvae among the various size classes (Dam #4 and Mix). These size-distribution differences did not translate into differences in larval settlement preference, however, and neither the mean response of larvae to conspecifics ($H = 11.17$, df = 6, p > 0.05) nor to biofilm ($H = 4.31$, df = 6, p > 0.05) at Day 7 was significant (Fig. 5C). However, examination of the settlement patterns of larvae within each size class across dams revealed that the mean percentage settlement in response to conspecifics did differ significantly between size classes ($H = 10.87$, df = 3, p < 0.05). There was again no difference among size classes in the mean response of larvae to biofilm in these assays ($H = 1.96$, df = 3, p > 0.05). A post hoc comparison using Tukey-Kramer’s HSD found that mean settlement in response to conspecifics in the >127 µm size class (7.29 ± 3.13%) was significantly less than that of larvae in the <79 µm (26.50 ± 1.01%) and 100 to 126 µm (22.11 ± 1.81%) size classes. Again, the significance resulted from a decreased response of larvae to conspecifics rather than an increased response of larvae to biofilm, but in direct contrast to the results from the...
mixed-parentage culture, the size class that appeared to drive the relationship was the largest size class (Fig. 5D) rather than the smallest (Fig. 4).

Life-history correlates and nongregarious settlement

Table 1 presents a summary of the pairwise correlations and partial correlation coefficients calculated for the life-history traits which we measured in 200 random pairings of field-collected individuals. Five significant correlations were found among the life-history traits we measured (Table 2). Because there are good reasons to believe that some or all of these life-history characters may co-vary, however, we also calculated partial correlations in order to keep the effects of other characters constant (Sokal & Rohlf 1981). Four of the partial correlation coefficients were found to be significant ($t > 1.96$, df = 48, $\alpha = 0.05$); the proportion of aggregators per spawn was no longer correlated with mean egg diameter (Table 2).

We subsequently did a path analysis (Sokal & Rohlf 1981) after standardizing the measures of these variables ($x = 0$, SD = 1.0) to determine the relative contribution of each trait to the overall relationship.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measured characters</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>$r^2$</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A) Significant pairwise correlations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total # of eggs spawned × Dam body length</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>17.18</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean larval length × Mean egg diameter</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>18.63</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean larval length × Total # eggs spawned</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% settlement @ Day 7 × Mean egg diameter</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>8.85</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% founders × Total # eggs spawned</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>10.92</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B) Significant partial correlation coefficients</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total # of eggs spawned × Dam body length</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>7.83</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean larval length × Mean egg diameter</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>6.51</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean larval length × Total # eggs spawned</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% founders × Total # eggs spawned</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>-0.86</td>
<td>9.53</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. *Hydroides dianthus*. Significant pairwise (A) and partial (B) correlation coefficients of life-history characters measured for 200 random crosses among field-collected individuals. Data were transformed by Box-Cox iteration to best-fit assumptions of parametric statistics prior to statistical analysis (see ’Materials and methods’). Significance ($\alpha = 0.05$) of pairwise correlation coefficients was tested using $F$-ratios, while significance of partial correlation coefficients was determined using a modified Student’s $t$-test, ($t'$). Correlations between characters for which the slope of the relationship was negative are denoted as negative values.
bution of each of these characters to predicting the proportion of founding larvae produced by a given female. Using either the criterion of Sokal & Rohlf (1981) for the inclusion ($\alpha < 0.05$) or exclusion ($\alpha > 0.10$) of predictor variables, or a stepwise regression model (similar $\alpha$ values), we found that only the total number of eggs spawned (adjusted $r^2 = 0.17$) was included in either the path or multiple regression (using forward or backward elimination procedure) model (partial correlation coefficient $= -0.93, F = 10.92, p < 0.05$).

**DISCUSSION**

**Testing the desperate larva hypothesis**

Growth of *Hydroides dianthus* larvae asymptotes at around 300 $\mu$m in length, and despite a prolonged larval planktonic period the length of larvae did not change significantly from Days 10 through 60 (Fig. 1). Although variable in timing between experiments, larval response to experimental substrata coincides with larvae reaching this asymptotic size (Figs 1 & 2), and ranged from 4 to 8 d post-fertilization throughout all assays we have performed on these tube worms. Regardless of the timing, however, upon reaching asymptotic size, settlement in response to both biofilm and conspecifics begins simultaneously (Fig. 2).

Together with results from our previous work (Toonen 1993, Toonen & Pawlik 1994, 2001a), the data presented here demonstrate that larvae of the gregarious tube worm *Hydroides dianthus* exhibit both gregarious and nongregarious settlement concurrently in still-water laboratory assays, and that nongregarious settlement always ceases prior to gregarious larval settlement. We hypothesize that the early termination of the response to biofilm is probably due to culling of a distinct subset of larvae willing to accept biofilm as a suitable substratum (Toonen & Pawlik 2001a). These differences in larval settlement behavior are consistent across a variety of experimental treatments in which larvae have (1) no previous exposure to experimental substrata, (2) previous exposure to only biofilm, or (3) previous exposure to both adults and conspecifics (Toonen & Pawlik 1994, 2001a). These results are diametric to the predictions of the desperate larva hypothesis, but the foundation of this hypothesis is really an energetic argument. Therefore, we examined the desperate larva hypothesis from an energetic standpoint for the feeding larvae of *H. dianthus* to determine if decreased substratum-specificity could be induced among competent larvae when faced with an energetic crisis.

We found that larvae settlement in response to biofilm and conspecifics was unaltered by either starving competent larvae (Fig. 2) or by maintaining cultures under variable feeding regimes (Fig. 3) throughout the precompetent period. Settlement of larvae in sample assays was significantly reduced in starved relative to fed cultures after only 2 d starvation (Fig. 2C), and both mean larval length and mean percentage settlement decreased consistently as a result of starvation. Mean larval size began to decrease immediately after feeding ceased (Fig. 2A). Larvae in starved cultures were significantly shorter after only 1 d without food, and 4 d after feeding stopped larvae were approxi-mately 20% smaller in starved than in fed cultures. Rather than indiscriminate settlement, starvation appeared to result in a loss of larval competency; there was no renewed settlement of larvae in response to biofilmed slides among larvae in culture (Fig. 2B), and larval settlement in response to biofilm and conspecifics ceased completely after 4 d without food (Fig. 2C). Larvae became competent again after a single day of feeding (Fig. 2C), and larval length was not significantly different between fed and starved cultures 3 d after feeding resumed (Fig. 2A).

Feeding regimes ranging from $10^4$ to $10^6$ cells ml$^{-1}$ also appeared to have no qualitative effect on the settlement preferences of assayed larvae (Fig. 3). These feeding concentrations were selected to simulate the normal range of phytoplankton cell densities occurring naturally in Banks Channel, as estimated from several chlorophyll a content studies (Cahoon et al. 1994, 1998, Hubertz & Cahoon 1999, Mallin et al. 1999). If larvae make a decision to settle based on energy reserves or on some impression of the ambient feeding environment in which they find themselves, we would expect to see some alteration in differential settlement on biofilm and conspecifics across the range of natural phytoplankton concentrations likely to be encountered in the field. Contrary to this prediction, however, larval settlement in response to conspecifics is significantly greater than that in response to biofilm at roughly the time that mean larval size reaches the asymptotic length (Fig. 3). For the low food concentration trial ($10^4$), this took 15 d, whereas for the high food concentration experiment ($10^6$) it took only 7 d (Fig. 3).

Despite timing differences, however, there was no qualitative differences in the pattern of larval settlement in response to biofilm and conspecifics in any of the feeding regime experiments. Results were similar for the spawns of 5 individual dams assayed in the same manner as for the mixed-parentage culture presented here (R. J. Toonen unpubl. data).

The patterns of settlement among larval size classes after 7 d culture does not suggest that differences in the growth rate or body size associated with the energetic state of larvae could account for nongregarious settlement among the larvae of *Hydroides dianthus*, either (Figs 4 & 5). Variable settlement was nonsignificant in
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Despite timing differences, however, there was no qualitative differences in the pattern of larval settlement in response to biofilm and conspecifics in any of the feeding regime experiments. Results were similar for the spawns of 5 individual dams assayed in the same manner as for the mixed-parentage culture presented here (R. J. Toonen unpubl. data).

The patterns of settlement among larval size classes after 7 d culture does not suggest that differences in the growth rate or body size associated with the energetic state of larvae could account for nongregarious settlement among the larvae of *Hydroides dianthus*, either (Figs 4 & 5). Variable settlement was nonsignificant in
response to biofilm among both size classes (Fig. 4) and dams (Fig. 5), and in fact the overall significance of differences in larval settlement in both cases appears to be driven by a reduction in the percentage settlement in response to conspecifics among larvae of the smallest size class. Differences in larval feeding regime led to significant differences in larval size and rate of development (Fig. 3), but no alteration in the differential settlement of competent larvae. Similarly, within a given culture, differences among individual larvae that led to size variation (whether the result of energetic, genetic, microhabitat-use or chance factors) did not explain the patterns of differential settlement of larvae in response to biofilm and conspecifics documented here. Both species of polychaetes used in the studies that originally proposed the desperate larva hypothesis—Spirobranchus borealis (Knight-Jones 1951, 1953) and Ophelia bicornis (Wilson 1953)—produce lecithotrophic (non-feeding) larvae that use yolk as an energy source. As lecithotrophic larvae age, they deplete a finite reserve of energy (the yolk), and it may be that the depletion of this energy reserve encourages decreased substratum-specificity among larvae. It is difficult to separate the effects of larval age and energy depletion in lecithotrophic larvae. Therefore, the desperate larva hypothesis might result not from the duration of the larval planktonic lifespan (‘age’), but from the energetic ‘desperation’ of larvae that have used much of their yolk while unsuccessfully searching for a preferred substratum. Planktotrophic (feeding) larvae acquire food throughout their life in the water column, however, and may reach ‘energetic desperation’ at any point in their planktonic life. If decreased substratum-specificity were driven by energetic considerations, we would expect that energetically stressing competent planktotrophic larvae (e.g. by food limitation) would elicit a response similar to depletion of yolk in a lecithotrophic species. However, starving planktotrophic larvae of Hydroides dianthus did not decrease their substratum-specificity but instead reverted to a pre-competent state. Similar results have been reported for the sabellariid polychaete Phragmatopoma lapidosa californica, which also has planktotrophic larvae (Pawlik & Mense 1994). Larvae of the mollusc Crepidula fornicata (Pechenik et al. 1996b) and the echinoid Encope michelini (Eckert 1995), however, still became competent to metamorphose while being starved, suggesting that the effect of starvation differs among species. Our data suggest that the larvae of H. dianthus must remain above some energetic threshold (which appears to coincide with an approximate larval length of 300 µm) to remain competent to settle; larval response to substrata decreased significantly after only 2 d without food, and ceased within 4 d. Even among the larvae of C. fornicata, which still became competent and settled throughout a 6 d period of starvation, settlement was significantly reduced by starvation (Pechenik et al. 1996b; but see also Pechenik et al. 1996a). Furthermore, starved larvae showed the same substratum preferences as did fed larvae. Thus, larval ‘desperation’ does not explain the colonization of uninhabited substrata by H. dianthus either on the basis of planktonic age or depletion of energetic reserves, and available evidence does not lead us to expect it in other planktotrophic species.

If the desperate larva hypothesis were driven entirely by energetic constraints rather than planktonic period per se, then we would expect that starving planktotrophic larvae to begin to exhibit decreased substratum-specificity as their reserves dwindled; we saw no evidence for decreased substratum-specificity in either food manipulation (Fig. 3) or starvation (Fig. 2) experiments. Likewise, factors leading to growth differences among individual larvae cultured under identical conditions in the laboratory did not seem to translate into detectable differences in larval settlement choice at competency (Figs 4 & 5). When lecithotrophic larvae are confronted with a limited energy reserve the energetic barrier is concrete: there is no way to replenish consumed energy. Under these circumstances, it is likely to be adaptive for larvae to become less discriminatory as their energy reserves become depleted, because the exhaustion of their nutrient reserve is both finite and predictable. In species with planktotrophic larvae, however, feeding can replenish depleted food reserves. Thus, planktotrophic larvae may never have been selected to respond desperately to starvation episodes. If periods of starvation are rare or temporary in nature, the observed loss of competency (Jaeckle 1994, Pawlik & Mense 1994, and this present study) could be adaptive because larvae could use available reserves (perhaps some necessary component for settlement is among the first to be resorbed) to ‘wait out’ periods of low food availability rather than settle indiscriminately. Toonen & Tyre (unpubl. data) have developed a settlement model that formalizes the predictions of the desperate larva hypothesis and examines the consequences of larval energetic state on settlement decisions and the delay of metamorphosis in both feeding and non-feeding larvae. Other strategies to deal with the problem of temporary food limitation, such as direct uptake of dissolved organisms from seawater, bacterivory, or reallocation of available reserves to attain or maintain metamorphic competence, may have evolved in other species (e.g. Jaeckle 1994, 1995 [review], Eckert 1995, Pechenik et al. 1996a,b, Gosselin & Qian 1997, Moran 1999 [review]), and from the available data there does not appear to any consistent pattern of larval response to starvation across taxa.
Life-history correlates of nongregarious settlement

We examined a number of obvious life-history characters (dam size, mean egg diameter, total number of eggs spawned, mean larval length, and percentage settlement of larvae at Day 7) for correlations with the proportion of founding settlers in a spawn as a first step to understanding patterns of nongregarious settlement in *Hydroides dianthus*. We examined the relationship between these characters in the hope that a strong correlation between some life-history character and founder production would suggest further avenues of research into the proximate mechanisms of determining larval settlement preference. Of the simple pairwise correlations, 5 were significant, but only 4 of the partial correlation coefficients were significant whether examining the raw (Table 1) or Box-Cox iteration-transformed (Table 2) data. Correlations between several of the measured life-history characters (dam size, mean egg diameter, and mean larval length at Day 7) are unsurprising and similar to findings for a myriad of other species of marine invertebrates (reviews by Levin & Bridges 1994, 1995, Jaeckle 1995, Bridges & Heppell 1996, McEdward 1996, Moran 1999). Correlations between egg size and larval characteristics such as developmental rate, larval size, size at metamorphosis, etc., have been observed in many taxa of marine invertebrates, but appear to be poorly correlated with larval settlement patterns among planktotrophic larvae (e.g. Gotelli 1987, Sinervo & McEdward 1988, Pepin & Meyer 1991, reviews by Jaeckle 1995, Moran 1999). Among larvae in which initial egg size was reduced experimentally, juvenile size at metamorphosis was independent of initial size, and appears to have no ultimate effect on the substrate preference or juvenile size among recruiting juveniles (reviews by Jaeckle 1995, Moran 1999).

The only life-history character to show a significant relationship with the proportion of founders spawned was the total number of eggs spawned by a dam (Tables 1 & 2). The pairwise correlations between number of eggs spawned, dam body length, mean larval length and the proportion founders could potentially inflate or deflate the individual relationships, and we therefore also calculated the partial correlation coefficients for each pair in addition to the simple pairwise correlations (Tables 1 & 2). There is obviously some interrelation between these factors, because the correlation between percentage settlement at Day 7 and mean egg diameter becomes nonsignificant when the other factors are held constant in the partial correlation analyses. The partial correlation coefficients suggest that there is a strong relationship between the remaining factors, however, even when the interrelationships of these life-history characters are taken into consideration. Both the path analysis and stepwise regression (forward or backward) found that the only character which is included in a best fit model of the proportion of founders produced is the total number of eggs spawned (F = 10.97, r^2_adj = 0.17, p < 0.05), and inclusion of all measured characters only increases the proportion of explained variation by about 2%. The actual relationship between egg number and larval settlement preference obviously requires further study, but although these results are far from conclusive, they suggest that there may be some interaction between the number of eggs spawned by a female and the propensity for larvae to settle in response to biofilm.

Behavioral variability and consequences of nongregarious settlement in a gregarious species

Together with the results of our previous work investigating the settlement of larvae of *Hydroides dianthus* (Toonen 1993, Toonen & Pawlik 1994, 1996), this study suggests that settlement in response to biofilm and conspecifics occurs concurrently, and that neither previous experience nor larval energetic state appear to change the qualitative pattern of settlement among competent larvae of this species. Although we have been unsuccessful in determining the mechanism by which larval settlement preference is determined, the observed pattern of settlement indicates that individual larvae appear to differ in their response to substrata, and that even among sibling larvae some individuals are willing to accept biofilmed slides as a suitable habitat, whereas others additionally require the presence of living conspecific adults in order to settle. We propose that there must be a general 2-step process by which aggregations of sexually reproducing marine invertebrates typically develop: first, nongregarious settlers (which we have dubbed founders) colonize a suitable, but previously uninhabited substratum, then gregarious settlers (which we have dubbed aggregators) subsequently respond to the presence of those colonizing individuals. Like Raimondi & Keough (1990), we lament the fact that variability in larval settlement is typically omitted in subsequent summaries of original works, and argue that the assumption implicit in such oversimplification is that larval variability is unimportant. Instead, we argue that larvae of gregarious species which settle on control substrata are not simply lost souls that made a potentially fatal mistake in their choice of substratum, but rather that settlement of some individuals apart from conspecifics may be an important outcome of natural selection.
There are many studies, especially in the insect and ornithological literature, demonstrating that rather than being a consequence of error variance, diversity of population and individual patterns of migration and settlement behavior can be an important outcome of natural selection (reviewed by Dingle 1996). Empirical evidence for insects (e.g. Davis 1980, Dingle 1980), small mammals (e.g. McShea 1992), migratory birds (e.g. DeSante 1983, Ketterson & Nolan 1983), stickleback fishes (e.g. Quinn & Brodeur 1991), spiny dogfish sharks (e.g. McFarlane & Beamish 1986), American eels (e.g. Helfman et al. 1987), and sockeye salmon (e.g. Leggett 1984, 1985, Quinn 1984, 1985, Quinn & Brodeur 1991) all suggest that deviants from typical patterns of migration are important in their own right, and that colonization of new habitats and population range expansion are most likely the result of these vagrants (Dingle 1996). Straying of some proportion of offspring is therefore likely to be adaptive in heterogeneous conditions, because as the possibility of breeding failure increases, so does the advantage of producing some proportion of young that colonize new habitats (Dingle 1996).

Although more risky both in terms of habitat suitability and future mating success, founders have a ‘head-start’ on growth, and probably have a reasonable chance of becoming the nucleus of a new aggregation if they settle in a habitat that supports post-metamorphic survival and growth. This early settlement of founders may provide a significant fitness advantage, because gamete production is positively correlated with body size in *Hydroides dianthus* (Tables 1 & 2) and initial growth may translate into a substantial fitness pay-off. Furthermore, Pullen & LaBarbera (1991) demonstrated that barnacles incur differential survival and growth depending on precedence and position in an aggregation, and the same may be true for *H. dianthus*; early colonists have higher growth rates under field conditions than do aggregated worms (Toonen unpubl. data). This early advantage is likely to be maintained as an aggregation develops, because early settlers start to grow vertically from the substrate when encountering conspecifics, and the ‘peak’ of an aggregation is the optimal position for growth and survival in bidirectional flow, such as that in the tidal estuary in which these worms were collected (Pullen & LaBarbera 1991). However, because fertilization decreases rapidly with distance among marine broadcast spawners (e.g. Levitan 1991, 1993, Levitan et al. 1991, 1992), founders have a much lower probability of successfully reproducing unless they subsequently attract gregarious settlement. Founders also have the additional hazard that they are selecting a habitat without obvious cues of suitability for long-term survival and growth (the substrate may be unoccupied for a good reason). Aggregators, on the other hand, respond specifically to water-soluble cues associated only with the bodies of live conspecific adults (Toonen & Pawlik 1996), which is an obvious indicator of habitat suitability for post-settlement survival. Aggregating settlers may lose the advantage of precedence, and therefore suffer increased levels of intraspecific competition leading to decreased growth and reproductive rates, but the initial risk of settlement is greatly decreased. Furthermore, as aggregations grow, they become more susceptible to being torn from the substrate and destroyed by winter storms, and individual mortality rates are positively correlated with aggregation size (Toonen unpubl. data). Thus, female *H. dianthus* may be increasing their fitness by producing mostly larvae that respond to an obvious indicator of habitat suitability for post-settlement survival, but by also producing a few larvae that will become the nucleus of a new aggregation if they settle in a habitat that supports post-metamorphic survival and growth. Such difference in larval settlement behavior is likely to lead to a parent-offspring conflict, because although parents may maximize persistence of their genotype by distributing their offspring among different habitats, founding and aggregating offspring are unlikely to experience similar risks of post-metamorphic survival given their settlement preferences. Those larvae destined to settle as founders may be a good risk when considering inclusive fitness from the viewpoint of the parents, because the benefits of both strategies (founding or aggregating) may be realized while costs associated with either strategy need not be paid in full. As an individual larva, however, the safest bet surely lies with habitats already proven suitable by the presence of living conspecific adults.

Similarly variable settlement patterns among sibling larvae have been described for the sea slugs *Alderia modesta* (Krug 1998a,b, Krug & Zimmerman 2000), and *Haminaea callidegenita* (Gibson 1995, Gibson & Chia 1991, 1995). Gibson (1995) and Maldonado & Young (1999) describe intra-clutch variability in the onset of larval competence and discuss possible adaptive significance of individual variability in settlement choice among larvae within a clutch of offspring. Krug & Zimmerman (Krug 1998a,b, Krug & Zimmerman 2000) go on to propose that the developmental polymorphism observed in the opisthobranch sea slug *Alderia modesta* results from individuals employing a bet-hedging strategy to maximize their fitness in variable marine environments. Together with our data, these studies provide growing evidence to suggest that individual variation among larval settlement preferences may be an important factor in determining the distribution and abundance of marine organisms with planktonic larvae. Behavioral polymorphisms in larval settlement are
likely to be more common among benthic marine invertebrates with planktonic larvae than previously suspected, because in most studies of gregarious settlement there is appreciable settlement of larvae in control treatments, and variability in settlement preference among sibling larvae of gregarious species seems to be the norm rather than the exception. Raimondi & Keough (1990) reviewed the literature on variability of larval settlement behavior and concluded: ‘Whatever the mechanisms, variable behaviour exists in the larvae of most species; even under controlled laboratory conditions, most parents produce offspring that exhibit a range of behaviours in response to clear, simple stimuli...if both short and long range dispersal occurred there would effectively be a dispersal polymorphism.’ They go on to summarize 3 examples—(1) settlement of the bryozoan Bugula neritina on basal versus distal portions of sea grass blades (Keough 1986, Keough & Chernoff 1987); (2) gregarious and nongregarious settlement of the barnacle Chthamalus anisopoma (Raimondi 1988a,b, 1990); (3) variation in phototactic behavior exhibited by larvae of ascidians and bryozoans (Raimondi & Keough 1990)—to support their contention that variability in larval settlement behavior is likely to be an adaptive response to either fluctuating selection pressures (possibly as a result of the temporally and spatially variable nature of benthic marine habitats), or negative genetic correlations with other traits.

Neither energetic nor environmental factors appear to account for the patterns of differential larval settlement among larvae of Hydroides dianthus documented here, and we can reject the desperate larva hypothesis as a general explanation for the initiation of aggregations in marine invertebrates with feeding planktonic larvae. Thus, a new hypothesis for variable settlement among larvae of gregarious species is needed to explain the initiation of aggregations in previously uncolonized habitats. Variation among the offspring of individual dams in these experiments suggests that there may be a heritable genetic component to larval settlement choice, and we are currently examining the heritability of larval settlement preference in H. dianthus. Our research suggests that the proportion of founders spawned by an individual worm is a highly heritable trait (Toonen & Pawlik 2001b), and we propose that some form of settlement polymorphism among individual larvae of the marine tube worm H. dianthus may account for the observed patterns of differential settlement presented herein.
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